REFERENCE: 545881-3.2-UK--2013-R1

TITLE: Global Youth Learning and Youth Living Spaces

DESCRIPTION:

The project’s main purpose is to bring together 24 young people (6 from UK, Netherlands, Ghana and Trinidad & Tobago) and 4 youth workers (1 from each participating country) aged 16 to 28 for a 19-day mobility programme in Ghana in the Summer of 2014. The project has a semi-structured programme in which young people will have the opportunity to identify potential learning for themselves, to set learning goals and to reflect on the learning that takes place.

Activities include:

a. pre-departure one-to-one project planning, goal setting and reflection for each participant
b. 1-week volunteer work placement at the Buduburam refugee camp in Ghana
c. 1-week life skills and vocational training programme in Ghana
d. 1-week creative arts programme to develop a "living spaces" artistic piece with the National Theatre of Ghana
e. dissemination: presentations by young people as "ambassadors" when they return to their home countries
f. sustainability: "Living Spaces" website to address multiple issues through youth work, in particular youth coaching

The project has four objectives:

a. to improve the mobility of young people and youth workers
b. to empower young people from disadvantaged communities through their participation in project design and delivery
c. to enhance the life skills and employability of young people
d. to increase young people's understanding of inter-cultural dialogue and cultural diversity

Anticipated impacts include:

a. empowerment of disadvantaged participating young people through peer-led training and increased awareness of cultural diversity
b. increased employability and life skills of participating young people to enhance their chances of progressing into the world of work;
c. increased awareness of the youth structures and services supporting young people in each of the participating countries;
d. creation of a website and sustainable network of youth work promoters to share good practice and develop co-operative work together

Contact: Mr Michael Hamilton

Contractor: Share Think and Act cic.

Grant amount: 98.419,40 €

Partners:

Microfinance and Community Development Organisation, Ghana

Share Think and Act cic., United Kingdom

The Lily Foundation for Human Development, Trinidad & Tobago

Untold, Nederland
REFERENCE : 545992-3.2-SK--2013-R1

TITLE: EuroAsian Empowerment

DESCRIPTION:

The project EUROASIAN EMPOWERMENT aims at exchange of experience, sharing good practice and support to youth work in Asia and Europe. It connects 4 partners from Europe (KERIC, Slovakia, ADICE, France, LINK, Italy, OZ Brontosaurus Modry Kamen, the Czech Republic) and 4 partners from Asia (CSDS, Vietnam, Volunteer Spirit Association, Thailand, Dejavato foundation, Indonesia, Khmer Youth and Social Development, Cambodia). The project reflects the needs of European partners for sharing practice and intercultural inspiration and the needs of Asian partners for a pool of trainers with experience in non-formal learning approaches as well as a tool to educate Asian trainers. During the project, 48 Asian and 8 European trainers will be trained in methods of non-formal education, 16 youth workers will do job-shadowing in partner organisations and 8 Asian young people will take part in youth mobility projects. By the end of the project, a training module of a training of trainers to be used in Asia will have been created and tested, a strong exchange of experience and good practice will have taken place among the partners and youth with fewer opportunities will have been empowered through international mobility. The project will empower trainers-to-be in Asia, youth workers in partner organisations and young people involved. It will have a positive impact on the local community in each participating organisation as well as the quality of youth work in Europe and Asia.

Contact: Mrs Miriam Petrikova

Contractor: KERIC

Grant amount: 99.390,00 €

Partners:

Association for Development of Citizen and Eur. Initiatives, France

Associazione Culturale Link, Italia

Center for Sustainable Development Studies, Vietnam

DEJAVATO FOUNDATION, Indonesia

KERIC, Slovakia

Khmer Youth and Social Development, Cambodia

Volunteer Spirit Association, Thailand

Základní clánek Hnutí Brontosaurus Modrý Kámen, Czech Republic
REFERENCE: 545993-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: Enhance traditions to improve young skills and abilities

DESCRIPTION:

The project aims to strengthen skills and abilities of young people through an action of promotion of elder people’s oral traditions and culture.

Objectives: promote youth empowerment and active participation of young people; promote cooperation and exchange of experience and good practice in the field of youth and non-formal education.

Themes: participation of young people; cultural diversity; inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities; creativity, entrepreneurship and employability.

Activities:

- Kick off meeting in Netherlands with youth workers from each partner;
- Local activities: interview to elder people to enhance oral tradition;
- Local workshop;
- Local dissemination activities;
- Final international meeting in Italy to exploit the results of the project and of each national activity, to make a general evaluation of the project and discuss on possible follow-up actions.

About 170 young people from five countries (Europe, Africa and South America) will be directly involved in the project and approximately 1200 young people will be indirectly reached. While the indirect impact on each local community will be much wider.

Expected results and envisaged impact:

- creation of 5 youth local groups who actively commit themselves in favor of their local communities;
- highlight the positive role played by youth groups in the promotion of local areas, as an example of active citizenship and participation in the life local
- acquisition by young people involved in the project of skills and abilities expendable in their everyday lives in terms of personal development.
- strengthen the bonds between young and old people through the rediscovery of local traditions and the recognition by the community they belong to the positive role that can be played by young people in development of the territory;
- strength the spirit of tolerance and respect for differences through the knowledge of different cultures and traditions;
- improve the skills

Contact: Ms Bruna Sibille

Contractor: Comune di BRA

Grant amount: 82.999,00 €

Partners:

Associazione del Commercio, del turismo e dei servizi Bra, Italia

Associazione Quartiere Madonna dei Fiori, Italia

Comune di BRA, Italia

Gemeente Vaals, Nederland

Municipalidad de Corral de Bustos Ifflingher, Argentina

Primavera Africana Benin ONG, Benin

Vision Mediating Knowledge Networking, Malta
REFERENCE : 545995-3.2-RO--2013-R1

TITLE: “YOU ARE PART OF THIS WORLD, BE PART OF ITS FUTURE”

DESCRIPTION:

The main goal of this project is to increase the capacity of youth organization to raise the level of global and social responsibility among young people for Europe and Africa.

More specific objectives are:

- To increase the knowledge level of young people in topics like: global interdependencies (from cultural, economical and political approach), MDG-s, social and global justice, climate change and other environment topics, consumerism and sustainable lifestyle;
- To create pro-active attitudes towards global issues;
- To encourage participation and involvement of young people in social processes;
- To develop sense of common responsibility for the future of their local communities from a global perspective;
- To develop practical skills in “awareness making” in their own communities;
- To empower the participants to act as global education multipliers in their own organization and regions;

The project is addressed to 12 multipliers and 6 coordinators that will take part in a long term training course on global education topics and methods; in this cycle is envisioned a training for developing basic skills and knowledge in global education topics (will take place in Siera Leone), a practice phase in each of the partner countries (Romania, UK, Slovenia, South Africa, Nigeria, Sierra Leone) were the multipliers will implement global education activities for at least 70 young people in each community followed by a second training (In Romania), for evaluating the practice phase and for developing more advance skills as multipliers. There will be as well a final evaluation meeting to evaluate and asses the success of the whole project in Nigeria.

A movie will be realized and a toolkit with all the methods and non-formal education activities as dissemination strategy as well as an online learning platform that will host the educational materials used for the trainings and also for the local activities.

Contact: Ms Carmen Marcu

Contractor: A.R.T. Fusion

Grant amount: 89.024,00 €

Partners:

Africa Centre for Development and Research, Nigeria
A.R.T. Fusion, Romania

Independent Youth Service Foundation, South Africa

Kuku – Društvo za kreativno udeležbo, Slovenia

The Experiential Christian International Ministries, Sierra Leone

YOUTH WITH A GLOBAL VISION, United Kingdom
REFERENCE: 546001-3.2-ES-2013-R1

TITLE: Impulso de la Red de Jóvenes Pro Desarrollo

DESCRIPTION:
The project “Impulso de la Red de Jóvenes Pro Desarrollo” is a continuation of the project started in 2011, which enabled ten groups of youth, in Latin America and Europe, to actively participate in a debate on intercontinental economic and social development issues of all the involved regions, as well as the role the youth plays as agents of change in their communities. These discussions resulted in the development of 10 social entrepreneurship projects, one by each group of youth. Overall objectives:

1. Promote active youth citizenship, involving them in economic and social development of Latin America and Europe, solidarity and tolerance.

2. Stimulate mutual understanding between young people from different Latin America and European countries, promoting youth cooperation, with non-EU adjacent countries.

3. Youth participation in the economic revitalization processes, social and cultural development, and cultural diversity between Latin American and European cultures offers.

4. Inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities, through the consolidation of the “RJPD II”, expanding its area of influence to other regions.

The Project involves young people and aims to capacitate them in developing social enterprises, based on the results obtained in the first RJPD project, and promotes economic and social development and mitigates the effect of migrations, and instigates young people as agents for sustainable growth.

Virtual meetings between groups, interaction through social networks (fb, twitter, etc.), commenting on the progress each incentive is experiencing. A study visit for youth-leaders, comparing progress, gaining experience, and resulting in successful interaction. All of the progress will be adequately documented in the public platform.

The encounter of all groups, where the final projects will be presented and disseminated, followed by the exploitation of the results using the platform, the website, social networks and in “face-to-face” presentations.

Contact: Sra. Maria Gerada Johana Vink de Wit

Contractor: FUNDACIÓN AYUDA, DESARROLLO Y EDUCACIÓN

Grant amount: 98.500,00 €

Partners:
Ayni Bolivia, Bolivia
Ayni-Bolivia Nederland, Nederland
Dirección General de Política Social, Región de Murcia, España
Federación Latinoamericana en Bélgica, Belgium
Fundación Alternativas para el Desarrollo, Ecuador
FUNDACIÓN AYUDA, DESARROLLO Y EDUCACIÓN, España
Fundación Palliri, Bolivia
Gobierno Autónomo Descentralizado del Cantón Cañar, Ecuador
REFERENCE: 546004-3.2-DE--2013-R1

TITLE: Citizenship for Change: Empowering Volunteer Activism

DESCRIPTION:

Volunteering and activism are both motivated by the desire for change in local communities. CCEVA aims therefore to deepen, widen and sustain youth participation in socio-political processes of democratic society dealing with social inclusion and equality of opportunity and thus contributing to social change. This project achieves its aims by fostering creativity and opening up new and diverse opportunities that reinforce volunteering programmes and volunteer action.

The Activities:

I. Kick Off, Stockholm, Sweden

II. International Activism Training-Seminar, Madrid, Spain

III. Volunteer-activist campaigns in 19 countries worldwide

IV. "The Volunteer-Activist" web portal

V. Evaluation Conference, Lima, Peru

Tangible Results:

1. Global network of Volunteer-Activists from 10 European, 3 Latin American, 3 African and 3 Asian countries collaborating on activist campaigns

2. International activism training-seminar for 33 youth workers and volunteers

3. Volunteer-Activist campaigns in 19 countries worldwide

4. ‘The Volunteer Activist’ web portal reaching out to over 1000 young people in 19 countries worldwide. This portal will enable the presentation of the 19 national campaigns and serve as a space for creativity, where young activist worldwide interact, exchange ideas and together build activist campaigns in the future.

The project will impact on 3 segments in 19 countries: volunteers, civil society & volunteering organisations and local communities:

  a) Raising awareness and sensitising on urgent social concerns;

  b) Strengthening participation of youth in democratic society;

  c) Exchange between cultures via volunteers and non-formal educational activities and campaigns;

  d) Transfer of good practice between partners on volunteer management practices and networking by promoting capacity building and future cooperation;
e) Enhanced skills, employability of youth through hands-on training that fosters self-confidence, leadership, creativity and responsibility.

Contact: Mr. Salvatore Romagna

Contractor: International Cultural Youth Exchange, International Office

Grant amount: 89.531,00 €

Partners:

Action Health Incorporated, Nigeria

AFAIJ - Asociación para la Formación y Actividades., España

Asociación Garaldea, España

AUS – ICYE Iceland, Iceland

Brigada De Voluntarios Bolivarianos Del Peru, Peru

Centre for Sustainable Development Studies, Vietnam

Dansk ICYE, Danmark

Fundación Semillero Darien-FUNSEDARIEN, Colombia

Grenzenlos - intercultural exchanges, Österreich

ICJA Freiwilligenaustausch weltweit e.V., Deutschland

ICYE Switzerland, Switzerland

Inter Cultural Dialogue & Exchange-India, India

Inter-Cultural Youth Exchange UK, United Kingdom

International Cultural Youth Exchange Bolivia, Bolivia

International Cultural Youth Exchange Colombia, Colombia

International Cultural Youth Exchange Ghana, Ghana

International Cultural Youth Exchange, International Office Deutschland

International Cultural Youth Exchange Kenya, Kenya

International Cultural Youth Exchange Nigeria, Nigeria

Jeunesse et Reconstruction, France
Maailmanvaihto – ICYE Finland, Suomi / Finland

Nepal Volunteers and Cultural Youth Exchange- Program, Nepal

PeaceWorks Sweden, Sverige

Verein Frauensolidarität, Österreich

Volunteers for Peace Vietnam, Vietnam
REFERENCE : 546013-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE Let's Grow Together!

DESCRIPTION:

The Let's Grow Together Project wants to develop an international network of youth organizations, of youth leaders and of educators to improve an inclusive growth in the world to achieve an improvement on the living conditions of poor and unemployed people. The activities foreseen in the project, a strong continuous feedback between humanitarian organizations and South America, Asia, Africa and Europe based partners’ associations, will aim to increase awareness not only on the primary issue of poverty and social exclusion among young people, but of course, to raise formal and non formal education in regional and international meetings and through exchange of best practices covering 25 activities in 12 countries. The results will produce a multiplier effects on the objectives that they will allow project to stabilize and spread further. The main goal will be to extend and make durable a worldwide network of youth organizations whose only purpose is to develop practical and operational projects to in the countries in which organizations.

Other objectives are:

1- fostering direct participation of young people and among them who are with less opportunities
2- increased participation of young people
3- deeping cooperation

Expected results from such activities are:

1- A stable international network actives to increase every processes of inclusion like foreseen in Youth in Action programs ( both national and international programs )
2- fundraising for helping children from program partner’s countries.
3- A youth exchange among young people.

Dissemination will be done by a website. It will illustrate the project and there will be link to every single participant and also will describe the way to be part of the network. Publication in association’s magazine and brochures.

European youth people will be really involved in helping youth in all around the world by raising some money for helping few project about who are less fortunate than us.

Contact: Father Gaetano Lo Russo

Contractor: Città dei Giovani ONLUS

Grant amount: 75.000,00 €
Partners:

Associazione Pro Bambini di Kabul, Italia
Bairro da Juventade dos Padres Rogacionistas, Brazil
Centre Sociale Saint Antoine, Rwanda
Centro per gli aiuti per l’Etiopia, Italia
Centro per l’Artigianato dei Padri Rogazionisti, Mexico
Città dei Giovani ONLUS, Italia
ERA Centrum, Czech Republic
Famiglie Italiane Adottive Bambini Etiopici, Italia
Hogar Agricola San Agustín, Argentina
Istituto Antoniano dei Padri Rogazionisti, Italia
Our Lady of Rogate Ashram - Charity Center, India
Saint Anthony Boys Village Foundation, Philippines
Scolasticat St. Hannibal Marie de France, Cameroon
Zgromadzenie Ksiezy Rogacjonistów, Poland
REFERENCE: 546018-3.2-DE-2013-R1

TITLE: DiversMbassy - Patchwork der Vielfalt

DESCRIPTION:

1. Motiv für die Durchführung des Projekts


Die Schwerpunktthemen lauten:

- Förderung des Initiativgeistes, der Kreativität und des Unternehmergeistes
- Integratives Wachstum im Hinblick auf die Beschäftigungsfähigkeit von Jugendlichen
- Eingliederung von jungen Migranten
- Förderung der aktiven Teilhabe von Jugendlichen an der Gesellschaft.

2. Beschreibung der Ergebnisse

Die oben genannten Aktivitäten werden durch eine eigene Projektwebseite sowie durch die Nutzung sozialer Medien unterstützt. Die Jugendlichen erarbeiten Lösungsvorschläge zu den unter Punkt 1 angeführten Schwerpunktthemen, die sie in einem „Memorandum of understanding“ zusammenfassen und im Rahmen der Endveranstaltung in Berlin präsentieren.

3. Beabsichtigte Auswirkung

Zur Präsentation der Ergebnisse werden VertreterInnen der Stadt/Landesregierung, der EU-Kommission und nationale sowie internationale Medien eingeladen. Die teilnehmenden Lehrer und Jugendbetreuer sollen die Methodik der Arbeitsformen nach Projektende an ihren Institutionen multiplikatorisch verbreiten.

Contact: Herr Johannes Ebert

Contractor: Goethe-Institut e.V.

Grant amount: 99.983,52 €

Partner:

Amity International School, India
Colegiul National George Cosbuc, Romania
Goethe-Institut e.V., Deutschland
Gymnasium Fürstenried, Deutschland
Het Stedelijk Lyceum, Nederland
IES Isabel La Católica, España
Lycée de Biyem-Assi, Cameroon
Number 1 Middleschool affiliated to Central China University, China
Saint John’s Catholic School, Indonesia
REFERENCE: 546023-3.2-UK-2013-R1

TITLE: Suitcase Circus for Youth

DESCRIPTION:

Suitcase Circus for Youth (SCY) has been developed following a Grundtvig Learner Workshop (Suitcase Circus) delivered by Everything is Possible during 2012. This workshop brought together participants from 5 EU countries to enjoy a week of discovering circus skills together and developing a final circus performance in Blackpool Tower Circus, a famous traditional UK circus theatre. Partner promoters represented at this Grundtvig Workshop expressed a wish to continue co-operation together, this is the reason for this project. There was a great deal of interest in our Learner Workshop from promoters from ineligible countries, and for this reason we have waited to apply for a 3.2 call in order to include partners in Latin America. Suitcase Circus for Youth will begin with a start-up seminar for professionals in Europe. This will be followed by the development of Social Circus Immersion activities in each promoter country, to which young unemployed disengaged participants will be recruited in each country. These participants will re-engage with society through participating in circus activities, where they will develop transferable skills beneficial to their wider life, such as self discipline, patience, perseverance, presentation and teamwork skills. The project will culminate in a final circus event in Latin America where young people from different countries will come together to perform the skills they have developed during the circus immersion workshops. The purpose of Suitcase Circus for Youth is not merely to develop circus skills in young people but rather to take young people disengaged from society and help them reengage by equipping them with a virtual suitcase of skills transferable to their future, such as presentation, teamwork, patience and commitment. These skills and characteristics will be developed through social circus methodologies, in order to impact on young people's future employability.

Contact: Mrs Brown Clair

Contractor: Everything Possible CIC

Grant amount: 99.321,68 €

Partners:

Circulatore AC, Mexico

Cirkus In Beweging vzw, Belgium

El Circo Social del Sur, Argentina

Everything Possible CIC, United Kingdom

Kanbahiota Trup, España

ONG EL Circo del Mundo, Chile
Paraguas Rojo (Producciones Sagot Ltda.), Costa Rica

Tsirkusestudi Folie MTÜ, Estonia
REFERENCE : 546045-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: DIGGING DEEP

DESCRIPTION:

Motivation for the project:

The 4 partners – CESIE, Italy, IYEC, Ghana, KID PINA, Slovenia and CANGO, China - have come together to explore urban gardening in the framework of youth work – how can it be used for inclusion of young people in the society, for developing employable skills, inspiring active participation of young people and raising awareness on issues of health and sustainability.

Participants: Each partner country will create a local working group of 8 participants, including 1 youth leader, 1 comic artist, 2 youth educators, 2 young agronomists or agriculturalists, 2 unemployed or otherwise marginalized young people, or young people from ethnic minorities.

Activities foreseen (based on non-formal education):

- Kick-off meeting;
- 2 International workshops on Urban Gardening;
- Creation of 4 Local Urban Gardening clubs (1 in each partner country);
- Local community event in 3 partner countries;
- International Harvest Festival in the 4th partner country;
- Final meeting.

Products:

- 600 copies of the Urban Gardening Handbook;
- Digging Deep Website;
- Online community platform of urban gardeners;
- 2 online newsletters;
- 4 public and 4 private urban gardens.

Dissemination through:

- Products: Website, Urban Gardening Handbook, Online community platform;
- Local Urban Gardening Clubs;
- Local community events and international Harvest Festival.

Impact: on young people, partner organizations and other civil society organizations:

- Exchange through mobility and non-formal activities;
• Improving employability through acquisition of individual and professional skills;
• Networking between partners by promoting capacity building and future cooperation;
• Awareness raising about food production, healthier contact with nature and sustainable living;
• Enriching the youth work practices with new tools for youth participation and social inclusion.

**Contact:** Mr Vito La Fata

**Contractor:** Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo

**Grant amount:** 91,777,10 €

**Partners:**

Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo, Italia

China Association for NGO Cooperation, China

International Youth Exchange Community, Ghana

Kulturno izobraževalno društvo PiNA, Slovenia
REFERENCE : 546050-3.2-DE--2013-R1

TITLE: Young People's Business

DESCRIPTION:

Youth unemployment is an acute problem both in developed and developing countries and constitutes the predominant reason for social exclusion. Thus, all societies are challenged to better exploit the huge potential offered by the younger generations in order to attain sustainable and inclusive growth and. Inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities is the key theme of the project, since activities target explicitly disadvantaged youngsters who are threatened or affected by dismal employment prospects, risk of social exclusion, high vulnerability and low income levels. Direct target group are 296 young people (between 20 and 28) and youth workers in EU, Latin America, Africa and Asia.

The 12-months project "Young People’s Business" will be implemented by 4 partners from EU (DE, IT, PL, PT)and 4 from Third Countries (AR, BR, KE, PH) aiming to set up in the future social enterprises and support services for youth in their local contexts.

After a 6-days Int’l Business Incubator Training, participating youth and youth workers will jointly develop business plans in the areas of green, social or creative business. This process will be carried on the basis of bilateral partnership. There will also be on-site mission to BR, AR, BR and PH by youth and youth workers from the respective twinning partner.

Extensive use of new media (web conferencing, social media, blogs etc.) and the development of a web-based Social Entrepreneurship Resource with sections for professionals and a special portal for youth will ensure effective communication, a high level of collaborative working and widest dissemination of good practice and innovation. Institutional development and NGO capacity building will help to increase opportunities for young people and especially for acquiring skills to fully participate in all spheres of society and economy on an equal basis and thus to improve their employability and development prospects.

Contact: Mr. Mathias Kaps

Contractor: Starkmacher e.V.

Grant amount: 91.823,00 €

Partners:

Apis Safari Organisation, Kenya

Associazione Culturale Modo Italia

Fundacja LAJA Poland

Instituto para la Cultura, la Innovación y el Desarrollo Argentina
Movimento Juventude Nova Portugal

Obra Social Nossa Senhora da Glória - Fazenda da Esperança Brazil

Pag-asa Social Center Foundation Incorporated Philippines

Starkmacher e.V. Deutschland
REFERENCE : 546056-3.2-UK--2013-R1

TITLE: ‘Unlocking the Potential of the Cultural and Creative Industries’

DESCRIPTION:

Rationale: The arts and cultural sector now amounts to around 4% of European GBP. Across the globe the cultural sector makes valuable and significant contributions to the social and economic wellbeing of society as a whole. Through developing the project participant’s artistic engagement, delivery experience and enterprise initiative we move the participants towards professional competences and equip them with the skills to access employment.

Results:

1 arts engagement project delivered in each of the 16 national partner contexts;

16 micro enterprises presented at an international festival of Business;

480 young people and youth arts workers engaged in the project;

1 High quality digital film created of the project process and products;

4 Web pages specifically created to raise visibility of the project;

16 partners signed up to our ‘Articipation’ Network;

10 capacity building training sessions of partner organizations.

Activities foreseen: The foreseen activities will be:

Stage 1 Advanced planning meeting Liverpool, UK for young performers and cultural workers who come from disadvantaged or minority backgrounds.

Stage 2 (All national Contexts): The development and delivery of local arts engagement projects developed by young people and cultural workers who come from disadvantaged or minority backgrounds. The results of this projects will form the basis of micro enterprises (Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean and Europe).

Stage 3: A large-scale youth meeting/training in Liverpool, UK for all young people, youth arts/cultural workers will encourage the development of partnerships, networks, professional development, employment initiatives evaluation and follow up activities that support sustainable collaboration.

Impact: To have developed the participants ideas for micro enterprises within the arts and cultural sector; To have increased the capacity and capabilities of the partners organizations in their development of international work.

Contact: Mr Agis Giles

Contractor: Brouhaha international.
Grant amount: 88.700,00 €

Partners:
ARTSCAPE South Africa
Associacao Juvenil de Actividades Culturais Portugal
Associacao Cultural XXL España
Association Gwanaval. France
Barefeet Theatre Company. Zambia
Basak Culture and Art Foundation Turkey
Belmont Freetown Cultural Arts & Folk Performing Company Trinidad & Tobago
Brouhaha international. United Kingdom
Cultural Experience Production Bahamas
Escuela del Carnaval. Colombia
Instituto Oyá Brazil
JAG Youth Programme. Costa Rica
JFC Medienzentrum. Deutschland
MOVIMIENTO CULTURAL AFROCARANAVI Bolivia
Pro Progressione Hungary
Stichting Got Skills Nederland Nederland
REFERENCE : 546070-3.2-BE-2013-R1

TITLE: AFRICA-EUROPE PARTNERSHIPS: A YOUTH-LED VISION FOR INCLUSIVE GROWTH

DESCRIPTION:

The project is building on a previous multilateral project between partners in Europe and Africa. They, with new ones (16 partners), decided to work together on a common priority relevant for all the partners and for which Euro-Africa partnerships could create synergies: inclusion and inclusive growth. The project is built around one main workshop in Ethiopia of 7 full days that will gathered 28 participants from all the partners organisations to be trained, share ideas and best practices on the inclusion topic. The results of this workshop will be disseminate: 1) with the support of the educational tool-kit that will be produced after the Event and will be made available online. This tool-kit will indeed help the partners' organisations to enrich their educational programmes to better reach out young people excluded (minorities, young people with fewer opportunities, migrants) ; 2) trough a one-weekend dissemination training organised by the participants at national level; 3) trough the empowerment of these 28 young leaders to be the change in their organisation and society when it comes to develop educational activities around inclusion. An evaluation and follow up meeting will gather all the partners' organisations to evaluate the project but also ensure that new Euro-Africa partnerships projects will be created under this specific topic.

The impact envisaged of this project:

- Current bilateral or multilateral Africa-Europe partnerships strengthened and new partnerships created;
- A younger leadership of the Africa-Europe partnerships;
- Capacities to integrate excluded young people in scouting activities strengthened

Contact: Mr David McKee

Contractor: Bureau Européen du Scoutisme ASBL

Grant amount: 66.748,80 €

Partners:

Association des Scouts du Burkina Faso Burkina Faso
Association des Scouts du Rwanda Rwanda
Associazione Guide e Scout Cattolici Italiani Italia
Bureau Européen du Scoutisme ASBL Belgium
Burundi Scout Association Burundi
ECLAIREUSES ET ECLAIREURS DU SENEGAL Senegal
Ethiopia Scout Association Ethiopia
GAMBIA SCOUT ASSOCIATION Gambia
Mouvement Scout de Suisse Switzerland
Scout du Tchad Chad
Scouts et Guides de France France
Suomen Partiolaiset - Finlands Scouter Suomi / Finland
The Guides and Scouts of Sweden Sverige
THE SCOUT ASSOCIATION United Kingdom
Verband Christlicher Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder Deutschland
World Scout Bureau-Africa Regional Office Kenya
REFERENCE : 546079-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: turn ON Europe and get involved!

DESCRIPTION:

“Turn ON Europe and get involved” wants to strengthen the cooperation, exchange of experience and good practice in the field of youth and non-formal education between EU, Latin American, Asian and African youth organisations as a starting point to ensure young people's participation, empowerment and professional development.

European citizenship and EU fundamental values will be inspirational means to achieve the following objectives:

- Improve and increase the mobility of young people and youth workers of the involved countries;
- Approach different new competences to achieve employment in a creative way, also pointing out the connection between diversity societies, creativity approaches and new skills for new job placements;
- Improve capacity-building for youth organisations to contribute to a civil society development and to an improvement of youth policies;
- Develop a sustainable partnerships creating a strong network for future exchanges of volunteers through EVS, youth exchange or other international volunteer programmes.

The main activities to achieve our objectives are:

- Online preparatory meeting;
- Training Course for youth workers;
- Job shadowing involving all the countries;
- Local workshops and events;
- International seminar;
- Local dissemination and follow-up activities.

With more than 60 international mobilities and not less than 280 direct participants of local events, we are expecting the following outcomes:

- Increase in the number of youth, specially from disadvantaged background, participating in local or international volunteering projects;
- Transfer of good practices and increase of cooperation between the partners through a Network built in 4 continents;
- Enhanced skills and employability of the beneficiaries and their education in the fields of employability, leadership, participation and European active citizenship;
- Improvement of the training capacities of youth workers and leaders in involving youngsters.

**Contact:** Mr. Mario Messina  
**Contractor:** Associazione Culturale Strauss  
**Grant amount:** 99.483,20 €

**Partners:**
- Asociación Colombiana para el Intercambio Juvenil Cultural-I Colombia  
- Asociacion Jovenes de Buena Voluntad Peru  
- Association des Volontaires pour l'Environnement Sain Togo  
- Associazione Culturale Strauss Italia  
- Dejavato Foundation Indonesia  
- Europejskie Forum Mlodziezy Poland  
- GDR VALLE DEL GUADALHORCE España  
- HELP Croatia  
- Inter Cultural Dialogue & Exchange-India India  
- MTÜ Noored Ühiskonna Heaks Estonia Estonia  
- Rokiskio jaunimo organizaciju sajunga "Apvalus Stalas“ Lithuania  
- Sustentabilidad, Educación y Solidaridad Fundación Argentina  
- Vive Mexico A.C. Mexico  
- WF Iceland - Veraldarvinir Iceland
REFERENCE: 546087-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: FOSTERING INTEGRATION THROUGH COMMUNICATION OF MULTICULTURALISM

DESCRIPTION:

The project FIT.COM aims to foster cooperation and exchange of best practices among organizations from EU (Italy and Germany) and partner countries of the world (Tanzania and Peru) that work with young people in multicultural contexts. The theme of the project is intercultural dialogue, prevention and management of conflicts in multicultural contexts. Models facilitating intercultural dialogue and using different art-based-communication techniques already experimented with success by partners will be shared among them. Key project activities (non-formal training cycles, job shadowing in each countries, dissemination days) are mainly aimed at the acquisition of new skills and experimentation of new methodologies by direct beneficiaries from partner countries. The project will also involve indirect beneficiaries by spreading project results, outputs and methodologies that could be replicated in other contexts. Multiculturalism will be experimented directly by participants improving their tolerance, cultural expression and language skills. By active participation in producing project outputs, participants will stimulate their creativity and initiative spirit. In this way, FIT.COM will improve capacity-building of youth organizations and skills of their workers and young people involved; create reproducible models of intercultural dialogue for prevention and management of conflicts; produce and spread products built on innovative art-based-communication techniques; establish sustainable local, national and international networks for exchange and cooperation in the youth and intercultural fields supported by the project’s online platform. In the long term, FIT.COM will contribute to foster, at national and international scale, youth initiatives as well as partnerships and networks of organizations interested in experimenting with innovative models for intercultural dialogue and prevention and management of conflicts in multicultural contexts.

Contact: DOTTORE AURELIO GUCCIONE

Contractor: CONSORZIO "LA CITTA' SOLIDALE" SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA SOCIALE

Grant amount: 80.000,00 €

Partners:

ACLI - Selbsthilfwerk fuer interkulturelle Arbeit e.V. Deutschland

Associaciòn para el Desarrollo con Identidad de la Naciòn Peru

ASSOCIAZIONE TERRA E POPOLI Italia

CONSORZIO "LA CITTA' SOLIDALE" SOCIETA’ COOPERATIVA SOCIALE

Tanzania Community Civic Initiatives Tanzania
REFERENCE: 546088-3.2-LU--2013-R1

TITLE: Global Summer University in Youth Information and Counselling

DESCRIPTION:

The Global Summer University on Youth Information and Counselling will bring about, for twelve months, partners from Africa and Europe in order to enhance the provision of face-to-face youth information by pooling competences, gathering and analysing data and figures on young people’s current needs and challenges whilst exchanging good practice and identifying trends in partners’ countries. By fostering the establishment of partnerships on current activities and future projects, and by focusing on designing national strategies for developing youth information, the University will nurture networking and synergies among practitioners, young people, decision makers, and national youth councils. The topics chosen – youth empowerment, social inclusion and participation, health, employment, access to rights – support the General Development Framework of the European Union. The main activity will consist of a learning experience lasting five working days and will be built on group work, presentations, reflections, training and partnership building activities in a non-formal education setting. The most poignant impact of the project will be raising and strengthening, in participants’ respective countries, the awareness and the understanding of the importance of youth information and counselling as a youth policy tool serving the interests of millions of young people, for it fosters their active, informed participation in civil and for it strengthens personal choices. As an outcome, national strategies based on current needs and trends will be drawn; an info-pack will be produced and distributed, including the event’s report, the analysed methodologies, and content of youth information, counselling and guidance in the chosen priority and topics. Moreover, a video of the event will be produced and disseminated, with testimonies from all involved partners.

Contact: Mr Davide CAPECCHI

Contractor: European Youth Information and Counselling Agency

Grant amount: 91.254,00 €

Partners:

Agenzija Zghazagh Malta

Association des jeunes Amis pour le development Burundi

Association pour la promotion de la fille Burundaise Burundi

Association Step Bye Step Burundi

Centre d’information et de Documentation pour jeunes Belgium

Centre for Youth and Children Affairs Malawi

CNJ Angola Angola
Conselho Nacional da Juventude Portugal
Conselho Nacional de Juventude da Guiné-Bissau Guinea Bissau
Conselho National de Juventude de Sao Tomé e Principe Sao Tome & Principe
Dar Es Salaam One Stop Youth Centre Tanzania
ECOS - Cooperative of Education, Cooperation and Development Portugal
European Youth Information and Counselling Agency Luxembourg
Fédération Infor Jeunes Wallonie-Bruxelles asbl Belgium
Forum för ungdomsinformasjonskontor i Norge Norge
Foundation "For Youth" Lithuania
Infotreff, Jugendinformationszentrum Eupen und Umgebung Belgium
Koordinaatti Suomi / Finland
National Youth Federation trading as a Youth Work Ireland Ireland
ONESTOP YOUTH INFORMATION AND RESOURCE CENTRE Kenya
Our Contribution – Youth Information-OCYI Norge
Stichting JONG Rotterdam Nederland
Uganda Youth Network Uganda
WienXtra-jugendinfo Österreich
Youth Environment Network Zambia
**REFERENCE**: 546093-3.2-SI-2013-R1

**TITLE**: Sustainaware 2014

**DESCRIPTION**:

The Sustainaware 2014 project aim is to raise awareness about the importance of Sustainable Development (SD) and introduce the concept of Social-Environmental Entrepreneurship with a focus on Green Economy (GE) and Environment-Health (EH) in 8 partner countries.

The objectives of the project are:

- To raise awareness about the importance of SD and introduce the concept of Social-Environmental Entrepreneurship with a focus on GE and EH to the participants of the project;
- To develop and stimulate young people to work on the topic of EH;
- To share knowledge among participating young people about the different approaches to non-formal education on sustainable development around the world;
- To stimulate the young people included in the project to start working as social-environmental entrepreneurs and develop critical opinion about GE;
- To train youth workers on how to lead Local Days of Action for Sustainability with Young People with Fewer Opportunities on the local level;
- To reach 1,500+ young people in 8 countries;
- To produce a Youth Manifesto on how to involve Young People in SD decision-making in every country involved;

The three Global meetings foreseen will happen in Izola (Slovenia), Mumbai (India) and New York (USA) while sixteen (16) different Local Days of Action will happen in additionally Nigeria, Liechtenstein, Croatia, Argentina and Hungary.

Altogether the project will reach directly over 1500 young people, including 92 youth workers and leaders.

The project will start on 1st December 2013 and finish on 30th November 2014.

**Contact**: Mr Jan Peloza

**Contractor**: Youth Association No Excuse Slovenia

**Grant amount**: 93,294,63 €

**Partners**:

Fundacion TierraVida Argentina
Global Kids United States

HelloEuropa Youth Cultural and Social Association Hungary

Nigerian Youth Climate Action Network Nigeria

The Blue Ribbon Movement India

Udruga za djecu in mladež Kocka Croatia

Verein Symbiose Liechtenstein

Youth Association No Excuse Slovenia Slovenia
REFERENCE: 546096-3.2-PT--2013-R1

TITLE: FUTURE STANDS IN YOUTH HANDS: HANDS FOR FUTURE

DESCRIPTION:

The Project "Future Stands in Youth Hands" is an initiative of a Partnership of NGOs from Portugal (Coordinator), Bulgaria, Cape Verde, Sao Tome and Principe and Brazil. The previous common experiences and desire to develop a strong action capable of involving the youngsters in an effective role of self-empowerment were determinant in the design of the proposal. Having a strong practical character, the project will involve the youngsters in International Intercultural Workshops under the subjects of "Youth Association and Socio-Cultural Stimulation", "Handicraft & Environment" and "Agro-food & Environment". The participants will then turn into peer educators within their own youth communities in national terms, demonstrating and multiplying their knowledge and skills. The multiplying effect foreseen is considerable, both at international as at national scope, providing significant results at the empowerment and emancipation levels.

The Project will achieve some significant outputs, such as: a Project Storybook, a portfolio of the Project's activities, participants and their stories; a website and a blog also participated by everyone involved and leveraging the design, by the youth participants, of a Development Project's Framework; the creation of Youth Associations and of Networks of already existing Youth Associations; the promotion of income-generating initiatives based in the thematic subjects of the Project. It is expected a high impact on which concerns the increase in the self-esteem of the participants, new information, knowledge and awareness guaranteeing not only an enhancement on the participants' daily life but representing also a starting lever for a lifelong proactive attitude; equation of each other's own strategies for exiting social risks and vulnerability situations; greater sense of community belonging and of civic rights and duties; among many other.

Contact: Mrs Elsa Branco

Contractor: Terras Dentro - Associação para o Desenvolvimento Integrado

Grant amount: 99.991,92 €

Partners:

Associação Projeto Roda Viva Brazil
Atelier Mar Cape Verde
Roçamundo - Associação para a Cultura e Desenvolvimento Sao Tome & Principe
Sdrudzenie Znam i Moga Bulgaria
Terras Dentro - Associação para o Desenvolvimento Integrado Portugal
REFERENCE: 546097-3.2-ES-2013-R1

TITLE: WORLD ISLAND SHAKE: #Scontinents #empowerment #creativity

DESCRIPTION:

World island Shake will bring together the most isolated youngsters worldwide – the islanders. The project involves 6 islands of 5 continents: St Isabel from the Solomon Islands (Oceania), Iceland (Europe), Java from Indonesia (Asia), Malta (Europe), St Lucia (South America) and Tenerife from the Canary islands (Africa).

The name and the aim of the project comes from the triple meaning of “shake” as an exotical drink, although better as a “handshake” between the islands and a need “to shake” youngsters. The project answers to two highest problems identified in the partner islands: low youth participation and high youth unemployment. Both problems will be answered by debate, experience exchange and tools for promotion of volunteering and creating youth initiatives converibles to startups.

The project’s main activities are:

- An online kick-off meeting
- Training “Participation-Creativity-Employability”
- Study Visit in Tenerife
- 6 local “Island Shake” clubs
- 6 local Multiplier Trainings “Participation-Creativity-Employability”
- 3 job-shadowings in non-Eurpean islands
- Evaluation Meeting in St. Isabel
- 6 local photo exhibitions

The main outputs of the project will be:

- Awareness and information about local volunteering and European Voluntary Service
- Knowledge on visibility and viability, empowering the islanders
- Sustainable network
- Exchange of good practice
- Action or startup plans
- Practical Guidebook on Islanders and Employability
- More than 150 online videos and articles on employability
- A youtube final movie
Online platform with information, experience stories and tools. Long term outputs will an establishment of 3 non-European information points on YiA projects.

The project will involve 18 youth workers (youth leaders), 480 youngsters and indirectly 6000. It is based on our previous pilot Island Shake that linked 13 European islands.

Dissemination will be achieved by media promotion (social networks, online, radio), project online platform and videos made by volunteers.

**Contact:** Ms Maria Candelaria Estevez Gonzalez

**Contractor:** Fundacion de Scouts de Tenerife

**Grant amount:** 59.988,00 €

**Partners:**

Fundacion de Scouts de Tenerife España

Genista Research Foundation Malta

St. Lucia National Youth Council St. Lucia

Village Technology Trust Solomon Islands

Worldwide Friends Iceland Iceland

Yayasan Jaringan Aksi Karbon Indonesia Indonesia
REFERENCE : 546107-3.2-UK--2013-R1

TITLE: Animate the Global Change

DESCRIPTION:

This project is approaching the fight against social exclusion among young people by taking in consideration the causes of this phenomenon, the way this problem is affecting the community and society in general as well as the proper methods for fighting with it (and of course their efficiency). Reaching groups of young people that are excluded, isolated, discriminated, building a tolerant and healthy divers community is always a hard, challenging and difficult task. Non-formal education proved to have a success in this area BUT is a need for more creative, open and divers methods. We need to make more steps in finding the best way of communicating and attracting young people in risks. Streets have a huge potential in terms of informing, making awareness, including and building a community therefore specific methods designed for street work are highly recommended in this field and specially in times when they are not so widely applied. Besides this the principles and vision of global education must included in the process of intervention.

The aim of this proposal is to raise the capacity of youth workers from Europe and Africa (West Africa Region) to contribute to a cohesive society though alternative youth friendly methods (street methods, participative or performing arts, living library and techniques that could reach more and more young people);

Contact: Mr Charles Addoco

Contractor: YOUTH WITH A GLOBAL VISION

Grant amount: 93.600,00 €

Partners:

A.R.T. Fusion Association Romania
Association pour la Culture, l’Education et le Tourisme auTogo Togo
Children’s International Summer Villages Ivory Coast
Kuku – Organisation for Creative Participation Slovenia
Applications presented by order of reference numberGhanaGhana
Youth Advocates Ghana
YOUTH WITH A GLOBAL VISION United Kingdom
REFERENCE: 546113-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: European Youth Citizenship at the mirror

DESCRIPTION:

In the framework of the European Year of Citizens it is highly urgent that youngsters may reflect on the concept of European Citizenship, that they may enhance its value and its meaning and strengthen the connection between citizenship and the processes of social inclusion. Exchanging with people from other 3 continents will be the main tool of the project to achieve this goal. 6 European Youth will carry on a job shadowing of 45 days in Mexico, Mauritius and Nepal. In that framework they will carry on a field research focused on right of citizenship in the hosting countries, in coordination with other youth workers and local volunteers. Afterwards, a Seminar of 5 days will be organized in Italy involving participants who attended job-shadowing periods and 6 youngsters from Mauritius, Mexico, and Nepal. It will be focused on European Citizenship and the connection between European Citizenship and the processes of social inclusion. The seminar will be followed by a job shadowing of 35 days in Europe for youngsters from Programme countries attending the seminar. Together with European youth they will reflect on challenges and opportunities offered by the European Citizenship, with field research and analysis. One high visibility event in Ireland, at the end of the job shadowing period, will allow outcomes dissemination. Further local events in each country will contribute to project outputs dissemination. The major outcome of the field research will be an E-book publication, including pictures, videos, texts and data. It will include media production and outputs of all the researches in the 4 continents and of the Seminar. It will be disseminated during the local events and then through any social media available. The project is aimed to have a huge impact in all countries involved. Youth selected will be multipliers who will disseminate to other youth the achievement of their work, fostering their proactive role in the promotion of rights of Citizenship.

Contact: Ms Stefania Pizzolla

Contractor: Servizio Civile Internazionale

Grant amount: 88.133,76 €

Nataté Voluntariado Internacional A.C. Mexico

SCI NEPAL Nepal

Servizio Civile Internazionale Italia Italia

SVI MAURITIUS Mauritius

VOLUNTARY SERVICE INTERNATIONAL Ireland
REFERENCE : 546123-3.2-RO--2013-R1

TITLE: Green Youth Citizens

DESCRIPTION:

The main aim of the project is to raise awareness about environmental problems and how they confine us in the exercise of an active citizenship. The specific objectives of the project are:

- to contribute to an increase on the awareness among young people to the themes of the training, hence an open dialogue will be created and mutual comprehension will be created.

- to share good practices among the different countries from Europe and Asia, promoting an active debate about them and creating activities to ensure the respect for environment.

- to ensure the access of young people and youth leaders to examples of good practices in the field of environment protection.

- to promote the active citizenship of young people through direct participation and developing a sense of European citizenship.

This project is developed in partnership by six youth organizations from Romania, Spain, Turkey, Nepal, India and Bangladesh.

The tangible results of the project will be:

- the establishment of a Europe-Asia transnational networks of organizations active in the youth field, network that will act as exchange of good practices in youth activities domain.

- the realization of a total of 12 local workshops (2 each in each partner country), workshops which are dedicated to European citizenship and active participation of young people in the life of the local community through activities of promoting the environment protection.

- the realization of a training course that will focus on acquiring social and entrepreneurial skills among participants in order to actively involve in protecting the environment. Through this project we will create "green aims" for young people.

Contact: Mrs Elena Mureanu

Contractor: As. Tinerilor Formatori pentru Promovarea Dezvoltarii Rurale

Grant amount: 84.040,00 €

Partners:

Asociacione Socioeducativa Llere España

As. Tinerilor Formatori pentru Promovarea Dezvoltarii Rurale Romania
Environment and Social Development Organisation Bangladesh
Environment and Social Development Organisation Bangladesh
Orisa State Volunteers and Social Work Associacion India
SAMBHAWANA Nepal
YAP Zonguldak Associacion Turkey
REFERENCE : 546126-3.2-EE--2013-R1

TITLE: DesignLAB Orissa

DESCRIPTION:

Estonian NGO Continuous Action partners up with the leading design organization INDEX (Denmark), an inspiring example of youth volunteering—Bakul Foundation (India), and NGO CHILDREN-Nepal to explore together how design thinking can be employed in youth work and social innovation by youth. The main objective of the project is to increase youth participation and cooperation in the youth field in The Baltic Sea region and Southern Asia by building the capacity of young people from marginalized backgrounds and youth organizations to use design thinking and tools in addressing challenges in their communities and empowering them to act as multipliers. Design is seen as a process to develop sustainable solutions to global and local challenges and its results can be products, but also systems, networks, services, projects, businesses, social initiatives etc. Main activities are: training of trainers in ESTONIA, workshop in INDIA, local projects in all partner countries and dissemination of project outcomes. As a result of the project:

5 youth educators trained in Design to Improve Life method and able to act as experts in their countries;

28 young people and youth workers have acquired the new skills and the experience of developing solutions in multicultural teams to social issues in a local community in India;

They act as multipliers in their own communities, carrying out their projects resulting in at least 12 local project involving at least 360 participants;

Project book, website and 6 short documentaries are the products that summarize the method and provide case studies to spread the experience of employing methodology by youth and in context youth work;

The capacity and cooperation of organisations is increased, they have acquired new tools to develop and implement projects with greater impact and greater participation. The young people directly involved are empowered and inspired to act as social innovators, initiating change in in their communities and beyond.

Contact: Ms Elen Brandmeister

Contractor: Continuous Action

Grant amount: 91.000,00 €

Partners:

BAKUL FOUNDATION India

Continuous Action Estonia
INDEX: AWARD A/S Danmark

Social Integration Forum for Working Children Nepal
REFERENCE : 546135-3.2-SI--2013-R1

TITLE: GET AHEAD

DESCRIPTION:

During the project various activities will be provided through partnerships with the Chengdu School of Special Education (China), Estudio Buscueda de Pantomima Teatro (México), Artistic Pedagogic Youth Organization “Skedia stin poli” (Greece), Zakladni umelecka škola Praha (Czech Republic) and Društvo ustvarjalcev Taka Tuka (Slovenia).

All the participants will cooperate actively throughout the whole project, working towards the same goal in contact with each other using worldwide communication channels.

The project has one general goal – developing skills of deaf young people for professional success – and five main components:

1. Leading Deaf Awareness Campaign: Reduction of communication and integration difficulties of deaf people through activities such as sign language courses and games, promotion of the deaf culture, developing games for learning sign language, a festival for young deaf people, and writing a book about deafness.

2. Integration of deaf young people into the hearing environment in society and in business: The young deaf and hearing people will together organize different activities, make plans and carry them out. With their active participation they will gain the following skills: self-confidence, creativity, responsibility, self-initiative, innovative and active thinking, empathy and assertiveness.

3. Education and professional empowerment of youth workers that work with deaf people and/or in the field of combining different drama methods and art pedagogy.

Special focus will be placed on developing an innovative teaching model: How to increase young peoples’ employability through drama and art with creativity.

4. Intercultural cooperation: We will promote intercultural learning among all the partners through cultural activities.

5. Promotion of the project: a documentary film, newspaper articles, posts on web sites of all the organizations included in the project, leaflets.

Contact: Mrs. Veronika Gaber Korbar

Contractor: Društvo ustvarjalcev Taka Tuka

Grant amount: 97.514,00 €

Artistic Pedagogic Youth Organization "Sxedia stin poli" Ellas

Chengdu School of Special Education China
Društvo ustvarjalcev Taka Tuka Slovenia

Estudio Busqueda de Pantomima - Teatro A.C. Mexico

Zakladni umelecka škola Praha 5- Kosire, Na Popelce 18/1 Czech Republic
REFERENCE: 546137-3.2-FI--2013-R1

TITLE: PARTICIPATION IN ACTION. SHARING, LEARNING AND ENVOLVING TOGETHER

DESCRIPTION:

The aim of the project is to develop methods and structures to support youth initiatives to foster active participation, strengthening democracy and youth’s capacity to affect the improvement of the well-being of young people. It will do it by offering a space and peer support for youth and youth organisations to share experiences, best practises and lessons learnt in supporting youth participation in each four partnering countries and jointly explore new solutions to tackle the challenges youth face in order to meaningfully participate in their societies. Particular emphasis is given to find supportive mechanisms to empowerment of young people belonging to marginalised groups and young people whose basic rights are violated. In practise the project provides partners a possibility to learn from each other by observing and sharing their practical experiences and working methods during study visits. During the project period four study visits will be organised, one in each partner country. Each study visit will have a specific theme and targets specific challenge of youth participation and specific objectives of this call for proposals, and relate to 1) cooperation between youth organizations, 2) active citizenship and effective participation in decision-making processes 3) Human rights monitoring with particular regards to the situation of youth and vulnerable groups in the partner countries 4) Effective advocacy and campaigning and 5) European citizenship and elections. 16 dissemination seminars (4 in each country) and a lesson learnt seminar will analyse the extent to which policies and practices in each country comply with youth participation and how these can be improved as well as together advice governmental bodies on youth policy development. A joint publication summarizing the findings will be published in the end of the project and will be disseminated in all partner countries sharing the lessons learnt and the comparative findings of the project.

Contact: Ms Tiina Kukkamaa-Bah

Contractor: Political Parties of Finland for Democracy

Grant amount: 96.000,00 €

Partners:

DEMO Nepal Nepal

Odhikar Bangladesh

Political Parties of Finland for Democracy Suomi / Finland

Zavod Mladinska mreža MaMa Slovenia
REFERENCE : 546140-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: Eu-Africa on the Move for a Smart and Inclusive Growth

DESCRIPTION:

The project Eu-Africa on the Move for a Smart and Inclusive Growth is a large-scale project which will involve 180 young unemployed from Portugal, Romania, Italy, Burkina Faso, Benin and Cape Verde, in order to contribute to improving the quality of support system for youth activities and the capabilities of civil society organizations in youth field. All Partner organization have a strong mission to fight against youth unemployment by turning 180 participants from unemployed to youth workers following a strategic path in order to make young people aware of the professional empowerment and to allow them to acquire professional competences in the youth cooperation field by local and international activities in a Euro-Africa dimension. Exchange of good practices, working methodologies and experiences is one of the core objectives of the European Employment Strategy (EES), which is now an integral part of the Europe 2020 Strategy. This intercultural exchange will foster capacity building for youth organizations with a view to promoting the acquisition of new skills in order to enrich the youth profile as professionals in non-formal context. The project highlights the importance of NGOs in the society and how it can improve to the quality of civil society development by active participation of youth and intercultural Euro-Africa dialogue. The meeting between different cultures will contribute to the professional and personal development of participants towards a more inclusive growth, stimulating the spirit of initiative, creativity and entrepreneurship with a long term youth cooperation perspective. The title Eu-Africa on the Move for a Smart and Inclusive Growth want to highlight that the mission of the project go further the general objective of Youth in action Program and it would like to follow and contribute to the Strategy Europe2020 with its Smart and Inclusive Growth and focus on the Youth on the move Strategy spreading the information in two continent.

Contact: Ms Shirley Invidia

Contractor: Work in Progress

Grant amount: 98,800,00 €

Partners:

ASOCIAIA DE TINERI DIN ARDEAL Romania

AVENTURA MARAO CLUBE Portugal

MINANGAN Benin

Santa Kultura – Associação Cultural Cape Verde

Sini Nyassigui Burkina Faso
REFERENCE: 546141-3.2-SI–2013-R1

TITLE: Youth Empowerment through social responsibility: skills for employability, competencies for society

DESCRIPTION:

Today, around 2 billion students are in schools, spending 50 billion hours for learning every week. Tomorrow, every third or even second will be unemployed and trapped in the cycle of poverty. Since 2004, Institute for the development of Social Responsibility (IRDO) promotes a holistic approach to social responsibility, by providing activities that develop social responsibility at municipal/regional/national levels. IRDO has recognized the potential of youth in the individual commitments to achieve collective social objectives. At the center of YESR efforts is the recognition that youth of today is facing significant challenge in developing practical skills, capabilities, and attitudes necessary to succeed in creating a successful future. To fill this gap, youth needs real experience that foster rare skills often ignored by traditional educational systems.

YESr aims at:

• Educate, train and develop youth to face local social problems with socially responsible models (through local events, trainings, service-learning)

• Practice and promote SR among youth

Activities foreseen: online competition, local projects based on service learning and volunteerism, promotion, International conference IRDO 2014, International Youth C:F Summit 2014.

Number of participants: 600 youth + 2,000 people engaged

Outputs (tangible results)

7 national real-life SR projects as social start-up or entrepreneurship projects, 20,000 volunteering hours invested by global youth, 5 local events and 2 international, 300 direct youth with upgraded social and problem-solving skills, 10,000 people reached through SR campaigns, research on SR and youth, handbook for practicing youth SR, project social capital database

Envisaged impact: to help develop necessary skills for socially responsible world while increasing the youth potential and employability level in corporate, social, or humanitarian environments.

Contact: Ms Anita Hrast

Contractor: Institute for the development of social responsibility

Grant amount: 93,759,71 €

Partners:

Aegean Young Businessmen Association Turkey
Built Better Bangladesh Foundation Bangladesh
Coaching for Development South Africa
emersense e.V. Österreich
Institute for the development of social responsibility Slovenia
Latvian Street Workout Sport Association Latvia
Let Us Save Uganda Uganda
REFERENCE : 546143-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: Youth in Action: cultural diversity for a global inclusive growth

DESCRIPTION:

The objective of the project is to promote the participation and inclusion of young people between 13-30 with fewer opportunities, in order to contribute to civil society development. This participation and inclusion process will be realized stimulating youth reflection, understanding, active elaboration about issues and values which are at the basis of the European citizenship, but which should be considered, thought and experienced as global values and rights: inclusion, solidarity, tolerance, dialogue between different cultures and identities, active commitment to civil society development. The project will be the occasion for youngs coming from different cultures, geographic, social, economic contexts, to analyze rights and duties related to the European citizenship, and use this analysis and debate as a channel of reciprocal knowledge, basis for constructive and open relations and exchanges.

Activities: -Analysis about the issues and values before mentioned, their different meanings and application in different communities and territories, comparing the issues raised with a local to global approach; -International workshop in Rome to share the local analysis and interpretations developed, participate to a training on raising awareness methodology and create a “model” of youth event to promote young people awareness regarding cultural diversity, solidarity, dialogue as channels for a common inclusive growth; -Youth Local Events involving at least 1000 youths each; -Final Seminars with the participation of the local/regional/national decision-makers to give visibility to the project and its results and to multiply its effects. Tangible results: Project web sites; Leaflet in 4 languages on cultural diversity and inclusive growth; Guide for young facilitators in 4 languages on cultural diversity and inclusive growth. Impact envisaged: 4000 European, Ecuadorian, Peruvian and Romanian youths arise their awareness on the cultural diversity and inclusive growth.

Contact: MR GIANFRANCO CATTAI

Contractor: FOCSIV VOLONTARI NEL MONDO

Grant amount: 98.000,00 €

Partners:

FOCSIV VOLONTARI NEL MONDO Italia
FUNDATION PROYECTO DON BOSCO Ecuador
INSTITUTO FORMACIÓN EDUCADORES JÓVENES, ADOLESCENTES, NIÑOS Peru
YOUNG PARTNERS FOR CIVIL SOCIETY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION Romania
REFERENCE : 546151-3.2-BE--2013-R1

TITLE: Young Citizens Building Global Communities

DESCRIPTION:

The project ‘Young Citizens Building Global Communities’ will be implemented by Service Civil International and 22 partner organisations in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America. Service Civil International (SCI) is one of the world’s largest international volunteering organisations dedicated to promoting a culture of peace through the organisation and coordination of voluntary projects all over the world. In this project SCI and its partners in Europe and in the global South will work on a theme of common interest: Climate Justice and Peace. This will be done through a global campaign that will raise awareness of young people about climate injustice, and on how sustainable lifestyles and active citizenship (through voluntary actions) can help to alleviate the unequal burdens on different regions in the world and on different populations, as created by climate change. The reflections on the Climate Justice campaign aim at stimulating youngsters in Europe and in the Global South to take into consideration a broad concept of sustainability which is open, inclusive, and respectful of diversity (human and natural) and just. SCI and its partners will implement various activities to achieve the project goals, among which a ‘Training for Youth Volunteer Coordinators’ in Nigeria, ‘Local Voluntary Actions’ in all countries that participate where young people get to put into practice their active citizenship and by doing so become more aware of issues related to climate justice and peace, and the project will close with the ‘Final Evaluation Meeting’ in Poland. Throughout the project, a permanent online awareness and information campaign will take place, that will give visibility to the project activities and to the youngsters who participate in it in the various regions covered by the project activities. The awareness campaign will reach out to a large audience of young people worldwide.

Contact: Ms Sara Turra

Contractor: The Association of Service Civil International ivzw

Grant amount: 99.360,00 €

Partners:

AREA OF NATURAL CONSERVATION “GOTAS DE AGUA Peru

Association Togolaise des Volontaires au Travail Togo

Botswana Workcamps Association Botswana

Indonesia International Work Camp of Indonesia Planned Parent Indonesia

International Voluntary Services Great Britain United Kingdom

Kenya Voluntary Development Association Kenya
KVT Finland
SCI Catalunya España
Service Civil International Bangladesh
Service Civil International Deutsche Zweig Deutschland
Service Civil International Hong Kong
Service Civil International Switzerland Switzerland
Service Volontaire International Mauritius
Servizio Civile Internazionale Italia
Stowarzyszenie “Jeden Świat” Poland
The Association of Service Civil International ivzw Belgium
Uganda Pioneers’ Association Uganda
Voluntariado Internacional AC Nataté Mexico
Voluntary Services International Ireland
Voluntary Workcamps Association of Nigeria
Volunteers Centre Zagreb Croatia
Volunteers For Peace Vietnam
Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie Nederland
REFERENCE: 546178-3.2-BG-2013-R1

TITLE: CULTURE FOR SUSTAINABLE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: TACKLING YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

DESCRIPTION:

The project’s overall objective is to promote active youth participation in culture and to build youth workers’ and youth leaders’ capacity to maximize the potential of community-based cultural and creative activities for tackling youth unemployment and for promoting social inclusion, social innovation, gender empowerment and sustainable human development of European and African societies. It is implemented by a partnership of 3 EU and 3 African NGOs (BG, IT, HR, ZA, TZ, BW) with strong commitment to fostering social cohesion, sustainable development and youth participation. Within its geographical scope, the project aims at achieving three main specific objectives:

- to build youth workers’ and youth leaders’ capacity to organize youth cultural activities at the community level in view of supporting youth employability and creativity, creating youth employment opportunities, mitigating the negative effects of youth unemployment, and encouraging social innovation, including through creative use of social and visual medias;

- to equip youth workers and youth leaders with skills for youth cultural project management in view of contributing to sustainable human development and encouraging community strategies for turning culture and diversity into drivers of economic, social and cultural innovation;

- to promote intercultural dialogue and respect between European and African societies and to strengthen EU-African youth cooperation in the culture and youth fields.

The project will promote culture as a valuable resource in the fight against youth unemployment and its negative effects. It will contribute to social cohesion and youth participation.

These results are achieved by involving 43 young people and youth workers from 6 project countries in capacity building trainings and practical implementation of two pilot cultural projects intended for a broader youth audience. Additional 75 young people and youth workers will be trained at the local level in project countries.

Contact: Mrs. Tzvetalina Genova

Contractor: International Management Institute

Grant amount: 99,884,00 €

Partners:

Europski Dom Slavonski Brod Croatia

JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT SOUTH AFRICA South Africa
NGAMILAND COUNCIL OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS Botswana

Tanzania Youth Cultural Exchange Network Tanzania

YouNet Italia

International Management Institute Bulgaria

Contact: Herr Daniel Wunderer
Contractor: Kreisau-Initiative
Grant amount: 99.205,00 €

Partners:

- African Youth Initiative Network Uganda
- Anne Frank Stichting Argentina
- Associação Internacional Intercultural Research and Projects Portugal
- Fundacja Krzyzowa dla Porozumienia Europejskiego Poland
REFERENCE : 546191-3.2-IT--2013-R1

TITLE: Local Environments: Active Development of Environmentally Responsible Societies

DESCRIPTION:

Through this project proposal, STUDIO PROGETTO will endeavour to tackle the Millennium Development Goal of ensuring environmental sustainability while also matching the General Objectives of the Youth in Action Programme. To achieve the project’s aim, STUDIO PROGETTO will form a global partnership for development (another MDG) that involves youth organisations from around the world that focus on environmental sustainability. As such, the project will also coincide with the priorities of the Youth in Action Programme, Action 3.2 Youth in the World, as it will encompass a wide range of participants from diverse countries from around the world. Through this global partnership based on youth organisations, STUDIO PROGETTO will facilitate the exchange of best practices, skills and knowledge relating to environmental sustainability. The participants will take part in training events where they will learn ‘green skills’ that they will then be able to apply to their local communities. A wide range of stakeholders using multidisciplinary participatory approaches and non-formal learning methods will constitute the basis upon which the project will be developed and successfully implemented.

Contact: Mrs Barbara Coaro

Contractor: Studio Progetto Società Cooperativa Sociale

Grant amount: 95.853,00 €

Partners:

Association of Local Democracy Agencies France

ENFANCE ET PAIX Senegal

Fiatalok az Állampolgári Részvételért Közhasznú Egyesület Hungary

Fundacion Proyecto Ecologico Chiriboga Ecuador

G.M School India

GOOD NEIGHBOUR SERVICE ASSOCIATION Nepal

Longido Comunity Development Organization Tanzania

Studio Progetto Società Cooperativa Sociale Italia
REFERENCE: 546193-3.2-ES--2013-R1

TITLE: YOUNG BLUE ENTREPRENEURS ACROSS THE WORLD

DESCRIPTION:

Young Blue Entrepreneurs across the world aims to inspire and motivate young with fewer opportunities, unemployed young people and students in coastal cities and islands through cooperation to acquire the skills to start a business or to get interested in job opportunities within the maritime industry through the creation of a network, capacity building and blue job-shadowing activities. This partnership includes Gambia, Ghana, Jamaica, Saint Lucia, Bulgaria, Greece and Spain. The project intends to benefit in total 25 young people (youth workers, ambassadors, multipliers) and 5 potential young entrepreneurs in the maritime industry. Besides it will empower 480 direct young people in their regions and indirectly will reach around 25,000 (social media marketing, in education centers and NGOs, associations, etc.) during 12 months. We are aware of the youth unemployment figures and the school dropouts of young people and how the geographical and economic obstacles reduce young people opportunities to obtain a job. Water sports/tourism has a great growth potential but local young people do not have the most basic skills and opportunities to be employed in this growing sector. Hence, Young Blue Entrepreneurs across the world aims to cooperate in this field and reduce this skills gap through non formal education and introductory courses to water sports.

Expected results:

1. Establishment of a global network of coastal cities and islands
2. Young people with fewer opportunities acquiring new competencies to improve their self-confidence and employability
3. 25 youth workers/multipliers trained
4. 5 potentials entrepreneurs mentored to develop their ideas/business plan
5. Dynamic web platform with the seminar materials, texts, video, etc.
6. 50 entrepreneurial projects to be mentored
7. Raise awareness campaigns to high schools/universities/local communities
8. 10 events coinciding with the main regattas or international events in each partner country

Contact: Mrs. Juana María Sánchez Rodríguez

Contractor: Cabildo de Gran Canaria

Grant amount: 99,904,00 €
Partners:

ANAPTYXIAKO KENTRO THESSALIAS - DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER OF THESSA Ellas
ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL MOJO DE CAÑA España
Cabildo de Gran Canaria España
CENTRE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES PYXIDA Ellas
Northern Caribbean University Morris Entrepreneurship Centre Jamaica
RISE (St. Lucia) Inc. St. Lucia
SOCIEDAD DE PROMOCIÓN ECONÓMICA DE GRAN CANARIA España
SOLID AMBITIONS AFRICA Ghana
THE GAMBIA YMCA COMPUTER TRAINING CENTRE AND DIGITAL STUDIO Gambia
Varna Economic Development Agency Bulgaria
Mobilising YOUth: Social Entrepreneurship for Peace is an innovative project of the United Network of Young Peacebuilders (UNOY) that consolidates the organisation’s previous experience in peace education with the field of social entrepreneurship. Responding to unemployment, one of the foremost issues of youth in the UNOY network and indeed around the world, Mobilising YOUth will make explicit the links between unemployment, social entrepreneurship, sustainable peace and the role of youth. Livelihood opportunities and financial stability are well-documented sources of sustainable peace. It is, therefore, an important and innate next step of UNOY to provide a space for creative, innovative and entrepreneurial youth to develop the knowledge and skills needed to implement practical projects in their communities. The project will draw of youth participants from UNOY member organisations in Europe and Africa. Participants will first meet for Regional Training in Berlin and Lagos respectively, and then stay connected through an online platform. Those who show the most progress towards implementing their ventures will be invited to the International Summit to Pitch for Peace and learn from renowned social entrepreneurs through mentorship and study visits. The 24 highly motivated and visionary youth of the International Summit will conclude the training with a tangible business plan for small scale community development ventures. Six of the most promising ideas will be supported by a small grant to help them turn their idea into reality. The project will establish national, regional and global networks of young social entrepreneurs for peace. The increased capacity of UNOY’s member organisations to run projects on social entrepreneurship, creativity, employability and sustainable peace will carve a new path in the youth development sector that encourages young people to identify problems in their community and solve it through small-scale social innovation.

Contact: Ms Eugenia Boutylkova

Contractor: United Network of Young Peacebuilders Stichting

Grant amount: 97.790,00 €

Partners:

Advocates for Health and Youth Development Nigeria

Beholding BV Nederland

Centre for Community Regeneration and Development Cameroon

Centre for Legal Rights Education Advocacy and Development Kenya

Centro Internazionale per la Promozione dell’Educazione e lo Italia
European Intercultural Forum e. V. Deutschland

Fundació Catalunya Voluntària España

Initiative and Actions for Peace and Development Burundi

Organisation of African Youth - Cameroon Cameroon

Process Collaborations Nederland

Programme d’encadrement et de reinsertion des jeuns ex Democratic Republic of Congo (Congo-Kinshasa)

Restless Development United Kingdom

Seiklejate Vennaskond Estonia

Student Against Destructive Actions and Decisions Liberia

The Association of Service Civil International Belgium

United Network of Young Peacebuilders Stichting Nederland

Upact Nederland

Young Leaders of Sierra Leone Sierra Leone

Youth for Peace Building & Development in Africa Nigeria
REFERENCE : 546198-3.2-UK--2013-R1

TITLE: EDUCATE, EMPOWER AND ENGAGE FOR HEALTHY LIVES

DESCRIPTION:

Young people, particularly marginalized youth, are vulnerable to engaging in risky drug using and sexual behavior that may lead to a number of harms. Young people who use drugs are often discriminated against reducing employment and education opportunities. Marginalization is often exacerbated by misguided policies that further harms rather than protecting and supporting health and development. The project aims to address this issue in Portugal, Mexico, Nigeria, Kyrgyzstan, with three components: peer education targeted at young people from vulnerable communities; policy analysis and engagement; and the development of a network and sharing of good practices through an online platform.

AIM

To promote healthy behaviors of young people, particularly those from vulnerable communities through peer education and youth policy that promotes health and wellbeing of vulnerable youth.

OBJECTIVES

• Increase young people’s knowledge on drug use, sexual health and HIV prevention;

• Enable young people to make informed choices about their drug use and sexual behavior through skills development;

• Provide positive experiences for young people which contribute towards their personal development;

• Raise awareness of policies that impact young people, encourage critical thinking and participation, and develop policy recommendations.

• Create a sustainable global network of youth organizations to share good practices.

PROJECT OUTCOMES:

• 100 young people from 5 countries trained on HIV prevention, sexual health, reduction of drug related harm;

• Skills gained in promoting healthy behaviors in their community, leadership skills, peer education;

• 100 participants trained on policy development and critical analysis of policies that impact them;

• Policy recommendations developed in 5 countries by young people;

• Online platform for networking and sharing of good practices developed;

• Sustainable network of youth org
Contact: Ms Niamh Eastwood

Contractor: Release (LEADS)

Grant amount: 74.149,79 €

Partners:

APDES Portugal
Espolea Mexico
Public Fund Ganesha Kyrgyzstan
Release (LEADS) United Kingdom
Youth RISE (Resource, Information, Support, Education) United Kingdom
Youth RISE (Resource, Information, Support, Education) Nigeria
REFERENCE: 546203-3.2-IT-2013-R1

TITLE: “From North-South to South-South: the perspectives of young people to new development cooperation”

DESCRIPTION:

“4SOUTH” is a project involving 250 young people and youth workers from Italy, Greece, Romania, Guatemala and Brazil. The project is promoted by different kinds of no profit associations strongly committed in stimulating intercultural understanding, cooperation, inclusion, creativity and empowerment among youth people in Europe and in Third countries as well. The main objective of the action is fostering the exchange of experiences among associations, youth workers and young beneficiaries involved in interventions of development cooperation, which addresses the needs of young people in different marginal areas of the world. The action will give voice to the youth to shape new scenarios of cooperation based on sustainability, equity and inclusion. Following a cycle of youth-led local events gathering together youth workers and young people, a large-scale event will be organized in south Italy to celebrate for the first time in Europe the Day for South-South Cooperation. During six days of seminars and laboratories, the participants will have the opportunity to share root-based practices and future perspectives making reference to EU development cooperation policies. A dossier and a “4SOUTH” webspace as well as an awareness campaign will be organized by the participants to disseminate and carring on the exchange of experiences. The project will have an impact in the specific countries involved and more broadly in EU. Young people and public opinion in European territories where the economic crisis is prevailing will enhance awareness on the importance of fostering cooperation with other countries and population to pursue a common global justice. New approaches of cooperation will be proposed in the public agenda inspired by youths. The participation of young people in policy-making in the field of development cooperation will be enhanced. The young participants will launch a new common transnational action at support of youth socio-economic inclusion.

Contact: Mr Sergio CIPOLLA

Contractor: Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud

Grant amount: 78.340,80 €

Partners:
Asociatia Serviciul APEL Romania
Associação Amor e Gratidão Brazil
Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud Italia
Socieda para el Desarrollo de la Juventud Guatemala
Ellas
REFERENCE : 546225-3.2-UK--2013-R1

TITLE: Transnational Dialogues: A Factory for Imagination, Innovation and Integration across Europe, China

DESCRIPTION:

The global crisis and the “de-linking” between growth trajectories in Europe and in the so-called BRIC countries has brought a strong risk of retrenchment into national spheres. But the economic, ecological and social future of many people in the world will depend in great part on the capacity to develop innovative methods, practices and solution-strategies for a strong global collaboration to solve the world’s most pressing issues. The relation between Brazil and China as emerging countries of continental dimension, and Europe as a continent of established democracy based on a sustainable social market economy, is key to this process. Development of a youth sector with a global outlook able and willing to reach out of their own national/continental space is the prerequisite for this to happen. The project "Transnational Dialogues: A Factory for Imagination, Innovation and Integration across Europe, China and Brazil" (TD-EBC) aims at bringing together a group of young people from Europe, China and Brazil who will learn, reflect and act upon the four main issues dealt by the project: innovation, creativity, integration and transnationalism. The cooperation will take place both online through a private platform and a public website and with many activities taking place in Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Chongqing, Beijing, Berlin and Rome, such as the Transnational Labs and the Transnational Caravans.

Contact: Mr Lorenzo Marsili

Contractor: European Alternatives Ltd

Grant amount: 99.010,00 €

Partners:

Alternative Europee Italia

Alternatives Européennes France

Artoholics e.V. – tracing on cultural, social and urban phenom Deutschland

Casa da Cultura Digital / Movimento Baixo Centro Brazil

European Alternatives Ltd United Kingdom

IBISS Brazil

Organhaus Art Space China

Zajia Lab China
Empowerment, Creativity and Entrepreneurship Project the goal of our project is to provide young people and youth workers with knowledge, skills and competencies on empowerment, creativity and entrepreneurship, so that they are able to play a role in the society. We choose this topic because of the crescent economical crisis in Europe and that is spreading for all countries of the world. Latin American countries are know for their creativity due to the poor conditions of many people. We feel that the bridge between these continents is important for a brighter future for all. We expect to reach a large number of youngsters thru the activities of the project, the website that we will be created and continued after the project and with the documentary that will be made and distributed. Also to create a strong partnership and a net-work of an international team to keep cooperating in these and other topics and help each other sharing ideas, projects, methods and tools. The impact will be great in the life of all participants of the activities (international and local). At local level will contribute to the recognition of each organization and the development of their work. The local community will benefit with this project having participants and one organization helping them with the topic of the project. At International level it will boost the cooperation between the partner countries and help in future projects, like sending and hosting volunteers, sharing methods and tools and others.

Contact: Mr. António Gomes

Contractor: Associação Check In - Cooperação e Desenvolvimento

Grant amount: 59.155,00 €

Partners:
Associação Check In - Cooperação e Desenvolvimento Portugal
Associazione Agrado Italia
BRIGADA DE VOLUNTARIOS BOLIVARIANOS DEL PERU Peru
FOUNDATION PROYECTO ECOLOGICO CHIRIBOGA Ecuador
Instituto Povo do Mar - “People of the Sea Institute” Brazil
MUNICIPALITY OF RIBADAVIA España
Natate Voluntariado internacional A.C. Mexico
Povod, Institution for culture and and development of the int Slovenia
Solidaridad, Educación y Sustentabilidad Fundación Argentina

Ellas
REFERENCE: 546233-3.2-ES--2013-R1

TITLE: Learning for Sustainable Development

DESCRIPTION:

The project involves 10 partners from 10 countries from Europe (Spain, Bulgaria, Italy, the Netherlands and Lithuania) and Asia (China, Viet Nam, the Philippines, India and Indonesia). It aims at building the capacity of local youngsters and respectively their local organisations through adopting the learning to learn methodology. The project will try to create prerequisites for sustainable development of communities.

The project will be organised in four phases:

1. Training course for facilitators
2. Job shadowing
3. Local work
4. Evaluation seminar

Objective of the project:

- To encourage and facilitate the practice and knowledge exchange between youth organisations with the purpose to identify innovative and effective mechanisms and tools for youth empowerment, development and participation.

- To increase the capacity of youth NGOs from Europe and Asia to encourage and support the sustainable growth of communities.

- To promote active youth participation, empowerment and development by offering new educational approach to local youth that later will act as multipliers in their communities.

- To strengthen the institutional cooperation between organisations involved by redefining the goals of the existing European-Asian network of NGOs.

Results:

- 8-day training course for facilitators will be organised in Spain for 20 youngsters - 21-day job shadowing will be provided for 10 youth representatives from each partner country

- Local work will be organised in all partner countries, including various events and youth-led initiatives, depending on the needs of the target group, as at least 100 young person per country will be involved

- 4-day evaluation seminar will be held in the Philippines, attended by 20 participants

- A guidebook “Tips for facilitators” will be compiled and printed in 1000 copies and respectively distributed among other potential partners and users

- The web platform www.bevolunteer.net will be upgraded and will serve as a knowledge.
Contact: Mr Manuel Semitiel

Contractor: Cazalla Intercultural

Grant amount: 99.954,40 €

Partners:

Cazalla Intercultural España

China Association for NGO Cooperation China

Indonesia International Work Camp of Indonesia Planned Indonesia

International Initiatives for Cooperation Bulgaria

NIVRITI India

SeeS Foundation Nederland

Self-fish Lithuania

Solidarités Jeunesses Vi.t Nam Vietnam

Vicolocorto Italia

Youth for Sustainable Development Assembly Philippines
Education, Audiovisual & Culture Executive Agency
Youth in action

Write to us:
Youth in Action Programme
Avenue du Bourget, 1 (BOUR 04/29)
1140 Brussels
Belgium

Phone: +(32 2) 298 1236
Fax: +(32 2) 292 1330

Visit us:
Rue Colonel Bourg, 135-139
1140 Brussels
Belgium

Website:
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/youth

General questions about the programme:
eacea-p6@ec.europa.eu